Credo Reference Search Tips: Basic Search

Search for keywords in the **basic search** box.

Results page brings together Topic Pages and reference entries from millions of encyclopedia entries.

Use the toolbar on the left to **narrow your search** by subject, media, person, or publication date.

Credo Reference Search Tips: Image Search

Select the **Image Search** option on the search box drop-down to search hundreds of thousands of images!
Credo Reference Search Tips: **Mind Map**

Select **Mind Map** from the search box drop-down menu type your term into the search box. Click on a bubble to repopulate your map around that new search term. Mouse over a bubble to see a pop-up box with a definition and article about that term (click *read more*). Use the left hand toolbar to modify the Mind Map and see previous visited terms.

Credo Reference Search Tips: **Tools**

**Tools** contains helpful search tools using simple search boxes.

Included are **Definition, Person, Images, Pronunciations, Crossword Solver, Quotations, Holidays & Festivals.**